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Abstract 
This paper argues that many readers experience literature in the body; reading, when viewed and 
researched as a purely cognitive activity, ignores the temporal, spatial, tactile, physical, and emotional 
worlds readers inhabit.  According to Merleau-Ponty (1962/2002), the body creates conditions for 
understanding, not in spite of the world, but because the body is the world, and vice versa.   Rosenblatt 
(1986) argues that literature must be ‘lived through.'     Phenomenologists argue that all perception is 
constructed within, that being-in and being-of the world are one and the same; accordingly, the body 
becomes the source for understanding  (Marshall, 2008).      Thus, applying a phenomenological lens to 
reading research will allow for a more comprehensive definition of the construct of literacy. 

 

 ‘Please notify staff if you have been waiting 
longer than 15 minutes.’ 

Like turning on a light, cooking, 
walking to the mailbox, running one’s hand 
along a fence, or shifting to a more 
comfortable position on the couch, reading is 
a physical action that many of us engage in 
without thinking much about.  As I sit in the 
doctor’s office, I may or may not peruse a 
magazine, or I may read, over and over again, 
the sign that says ‘Please notify staff if you 
have been waiting longer than 15 minutes.’  I 
will probably not give much thought to either 
act, because each is contextually situated 
within the act of ‘waiting in a doctor’s office. ‘   
Does that make what I have done any less an 
act of ‘reading?’ 

In this example, reading is situated so 
firmly within a given context that it becomes 
difficult to understand it as an act of reading.  
This seems to be true in many contexts that 

make up the daily lives of young men and 
women readers.  Phenomenology as a 
philosophy asks us to make “the familiar 
strange” so that we can understand that which 
is familiar by looking at it for the first time.  
In research, this means operating from the 
position of the subject in order to understand 
a phenomenon; for example, nursing 
researchers might work with patients to 
understand the phenomenon of chronic pain.  
Because the pain is chronic, it is familiar to 
the patient; in articulating a phenomenology 
of pain, patients and nursing researchers 
reach a more cohesive understanding of what 
pain represents and means.  It follows that 
such understanding can lead to better 
practices in working with those who live with 
chronic pain.  Most importantly, it reminds us 
that in order to understand pain, we must 
work with those in pain.  This is distinct from 
the view that knowledge of pain comes from 
the expert who evaluates, diagnoses and 
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treats it; pain belongs to the patient who must 
live with it always. 

Similarly, in the field of literacy, 
researchers and teachers evaluate readers, 
and diagnose and ‘treat’ those seen as having 
a reading deficit.  In adopting a 
phenomenological stance toward literacy, I 
am hoping to shift this attitude about reading 
away from a diagnostic model toward a more 
contextual model in which reading begins, not 
with the expert, but with the reader.  Just as 
nurses have learned to understand pain by 
learning from patients, literacy researchers 
and teachers must operate from the position 
of the reader in order to understand the act of 
reading.   

For literacy researchers, this means 
that in order to understand the act of reading, 
we must always operate from the position of 
the reader – how do readers make meaning of 
their experience?  I argue that applying a 
phenomenological lens to reading research 
will allow for a more comprehensive 
definition of the construct of literacy. 

According to Schram (2006): 
“Phenomenological researchers…focus on 
what an experience means for persons who 
have had the experience and are able to 
provide a comprehensive description of it. 
The underlying assumption is that dialogue 
and reflection can reveal the essence – the 
essential, invariant structure or central 
underlying meaning – of some aspect of 
shared experience…”(p. 96).  Phenomenology 
provides both a theoretical (Merleau-Ponty, 
1962/2002) and methodological approach 
(Clarke & Iphofen, 2006; Goldberg, Ryan, & 
Sawchyn, 2009; Moustakas, 1994) to address 
a critical need in literacy research.  The 
following four concepts are particularly 
helpful in developing a more thorough and 
contextual definition of literacy: life-world, 
embodiment, body schema, and reduction. 

Life-world  
 

Life-world (also known as Lebenswelt) 
(Merleau-Ponty, 1962/2002) is, according to 
Schram (2006): “one’s ordinary conscious 
experience of everyday life and social action.  
It encompasses the practical reasoning and 
commonsense knowledge that people take for 

granted.”   A literacy life-world (Kendall, 
2008)  includes the acts of reading or literary 
affinity (such as referencing a story or using a 
certain style of speaking or writing that is 
reminiscent of literary prose or fiction) that 
one takes for granted as one does them.   

Embodiment  

 According to Clarke and Iphofen 
(2006)“Merleau-Ponty focuses on the relation 
of the body as it is lived and experienced in 
the world…unlike Cartesian dualism, which 
objectifies the body and disassociates it from 
the mind, phemonenology embraces a mind-
body connection, thus illuminating an 
embodied view of the self” (p. 541).  Indeed, 
Merleau-Ponty (1962/2002) states that the 
body is “more than an instrument or a means; 
it is our expression in the world, the visible 
form of our intentions” (p. 5).  This is 
significant because it is a view of the body that 
integrates consciousness (perception) with 
the physical.  One implication of Merleau-
Ponty’s conception is that it creates a 
framework for understanding literacy, which 
is typically construed as a ‘cognitive’ activity, 
as an embodied experience.  Grumet (2010) 
states: 

…body consciousness is not 
just consciousness of anyone’s 
body, and often I am dismayed 
that academic efforts to 
acknowledge our embodied 
existences have constructed 
“the body” as another ideality, 
as cut off from existence as 
“the mind.”(p. 406) 

Embodiment, as an integrated view of 
experience that rejects mind-body dualism, 
allows for the development of a “body 
schema,” or body image, based on the rules of 
perception.  Merleau-Ponty (Merleau-Ponty, 
1962/2002) states: 

Insofar as, when I reflect on 
the essence of subjectivity, I 
find it bound up with that of 
the body and that of the world, 
this is because my existence as 
subjectivity is merely one with 
my existence as a body and 
with the existence of the world, 
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and because the subject that I 
am, when taken concretely, is 
inseparable from this body and 
this world. (p. 408) 

All actions and perceptions are inextricably 
bound up within the body, which is 
inextricably bound up in the world.   
 
Body-Schema 
 

The body schema determines a certain 
way of being in the world and of 
subconsciously perceiving oneself.  A reader’s 
perception of reading is bound up in how she 
perceives herself and the things she 
experiences in her everyday life.  This, to 
return to the concept introduced at the 
beginning of this section, constitutes her 
“literacy life-world”; the way she actualizes 
reading in her actions/thoughts.  This, to 
return to the concept introduced at the 
beginning of this section, constitutes her 
“literacy life-world”; the way she actualizes 
reading in her actions/thoughts.   
 
Reduction 
 

The concept of reduction involves 
interrupting the flow of time in order to 
examine and reflect on a phenomenon.  
Merleau-Ponty (1962/2002) describes this 
process as “wonder in the face of the world.” 
(p. xv)  Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery and 
Taubman (2004) describe how: “one 
distances oneself from past and future so to 
be more free of the present.” (p. 520)  This 
allows readers to reflect on the mind-body 
connection that one makes while reading. 

 
Integrating this approach more fully 

into the field of literacy research would be 
timely as well as effective.  Guba and Lincoln 
(1989)  argued that researchers must  carry 
out “new paradigm research within a 
developing model of research practice and 
living” (p. 78)  While the last twenty years 
have seen the development of many ‘new 
paradigm’ approaches to research (Goldberg, 
et al., 2009), and while many contemporary 
studies of literacy research reflect a more 
intensive understanding of literacy as a 
sociocultural practice and of texts as 
socioculturally derivedi  (Dressman, 2007), 

we need to shift the view of literacy from one 
that focuses on the mind to one that 
encompasses the mind-body connection  
Enciso (2007) describes how  sociocultural 
researchers have “contributed to the critique 
of selective and restrictive texts and relations 
of power” by conducting  “discourse analysis 
and critical theoretical work” with readers 
and texts. (pp. 71-72)  However she calls for 
researchers to “engage with the multiple, 
often divergent histories that glide across and 
whisper alongside every action and object we 
are able to see or hear.” (Enciso, 2007, p. 72)   

Phenomenology provides a way for 
literacy and literary researchers to do this by 
focusing on the experience of readers at the 
level of reflection.  Furthermore, it provides a 
way for the voices of “forgotten” readers, 
readers who are often overlooked because of 
their differences, their affect, their 
achievements (or seeming lack of 
achievements) to be heard.  In hearing them, 
literacy researchers, teachers and policy 
makers may begin to develop a more fulsome 
understanding of the many ways literacy 
operates in the lives of readers.  If 
phenomenology is used more prevalently in 
literacy research, it will help to help us 
develop a more comprehensive, thoughtful, 
and relevant definition of literacy in the 
twenty-first century.  We do this by learning 
from the readers themselves what reading is 
to them, and by understanding the texts that 
are important to readers.  Most importantly, 
we must broaden our view of what constitutes 
both “reader” and “text.”  A phenomenological 
lens allows us to understand the structure of 
reading as a phenomenon to all readers, 
especially those who may not be designated or 
even self-designate as readers. 

According to Rosenblatt (1968), reading is 
transactional; this means that readers and 
text create the act of reading together.  She 
argues that reading is an active process, and 
reading, language, and literature instruction 
should recognize that.   Her argument that 
readers inevitably ‘bring to the text’ their own 
memories, associations and assumptions, and 
that there should be a place for these in the 
literature classroom, was radical.  She argues 
that we must emphasize the literary 
‘experience’ and understand the interaction 
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between the reader and the text. Rosenblatt’s 
emphasis on the reader’s experience as a way 
to teach literature resonates with the idea of 
using reader experience to research literacy.  
There is much to be learned about reading 
and literature from the imaginative life of 
readers and the experiences they bring to and 
away from a text.  To what extent do readers 
and texts mutually constitute one another?  
Too often the one is thought of as mutually 
exclusive of the other; but how can one be 
distinct from the other?  Reading and texts 
are best understood in the context of 
readership, and phenomenology is a way for 
us to understand the relationship between 
reader and text as we come to understand the 
universal essential structures of readership.  
Research in the field of adolescent literacy, 
especially, in the last decade has resulted in 
increased scrutiny of the ‘behaviors and 
attitudes’ of teenage readers. However, these 
‘behaviors and attitudes’ toward reading are 
measured predominantly with academic 
reading in mind: i.e. how teens decode and 
comprehend scientific, historical, and literary 
texts for school. Research into ‘out-of-school’ 
literacy calls into question the validity of 
educator judgments about a student’s 
competency and comfort with reading, 
because they are measured solely within an 
academic context (Heath, 1983; Hinchman, 
Alvermann, Boyd, Brozo, & Vacca, 2004). 
Students who struggle with 
assigned/academic reading in school may 
assume an ‘out-of-school’ reader identity, as 
readers of text messages, web pages, 
magazines, and books.  

Some very useful studies have been 
done to understand the relationship between 
readers and “texts”, of all sorts.  Kendall 
(2008) found that female readers, in 
particular, read magazines geared toward 
their interests at a rate of nine times more 
than their male counterparts. Kendall argues 
that reading of this sort is viewed as 
“illegitimate,” both because the genres of 
choice are not sanctioned within academic 
literacy, and the practice of women reading 
magazines is viewed as “profitless,” or serving 
no productive purpose.  

Blackford (2004) uses a somewhat 
different approach in her study of young girl 
readers by asking them ‘What stories matter 

to you?’  By asking about stories, rather than 
books, Blackford was able to recognize 
connections between stories across media 
(e.g. film, television, and fiction/nonfiction 
text).  She noticed that girls identify with 
genre rather than character.  According to 
Blackford,  

Girls construct a literary text as 
both an aesthetic object and an 
alternative world, separate 
from life and their social 
worlds.  By forging a 
relationship with the presumed 
spectator of a text, they 
experience a welcome diffusion 
of identity, bifurcating 
themselves into a ‘seeing and 
imagining’ agent ‘in’ the text 
and differentiating this 
omniscient, reading self from 
the self that exists in life.  
Inhabiting this reader position 
allows them to feel that they 
‘see’ the conventions by which 
a literary world is made and 
the vision of the world the text 
presents.  Thus the text comes 
to stand for the materialization 
of imagination and vision as 
well as the nature of thought 
and perspective. (p. 9)   

In other words, girls are not 
vulnerable to stereotypes in ways 
previously thought (Burnett & Myers, 
2002; Christian-Smith, 1993; 
Durham, 1998) because they 
distinguish the ‘self that reads’ from 
the ‘self that lives’.  They seek variety 
and difference in stories, which 
provide an opportunity to experience a 
range of possible worlds.  By 
identifying with aesthetic forms, 
rather than characters, the girls in 
Blackford’s study reveal that they have 
a sophisticated sense of formal 
characteristics, narrative structure, 
and organization within the text.  They 
replicate this awareness in their 
interaction with other fictive media, 
including television and film, seeking 
out the kinds of stories they find most 
interesting to read.   
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Radway (1991) complicates the way we 
define the act of reading by doing 
ethnographic and literary analysis of 
‘romance readers.’  In her study, she finds 
that pleasure reading could constitute act of 
protest, and signifies conventional, generic, 
and aesthetic preferences among romance 
readers.  However, she remains ambivalent 
about role the content of romance novels 
plays for readers within a feminist context.  
Radway distinguishes between, and examines 
the import of, interpreting the act of reading 
and interpreting the text.  She situates the act 
of romance reading in the personal and social 
context of her participants.  In so doing, she 
demonstrates how reading the romance can 
be construed as an act of protest, if only 
within a limited context.   

The selected studies described above 
show the complicated relationship between 
readers and stories.  They also make up part 
of a body work that defines an ‘out-of-school’ 
framework for adolescent literacy (Hull & 
Schultz, 2002).  This work is powerful, but 
limited; while it calls attention to 
inconsistencies between home-and-school 
literacy competencies among marginalized 
students, the distinction between ‘in-and-out-
of-school’ literacy implies a geographical, 
rather than an ideological, difference.  What 
really is at issue in pursuing the question of 
‘out-of-school’ literacy is the sanctioning of 
certain ‘academically prescribed’ literacy 
practices to the exclusion of others; namely, 
literacy for the pursuit of pleasure.  So much 
of research in literacy focuses on academic 
literacy, as if reading itself is an act that only 
belongs in school.  Is reading a valuable act 
even if one pursues, for example, a non-
academic profession?  And yet the processes 
by which we teach, assess, and research 
literacy pass on the implicit message that 
reading is for school, and that reading done 
outside of school is not reading at all.   

The distinction that many people 
make between ‘good’ and ‘not-so-good’ 
literature reflects this act of ‘sanctioning’. It 
becomes clear in the authoritative stance 
many teachers, researchers, and readers 
assume that school-sanctioned texts represent 
a higher degree of ‘literary’ content (i.e. To 
Kill a Mockingbird), and are viewed as 

constituting a superior reading experience to 
unsanctioned texts chosen by many readers 
on ‘their own time’ (i.e. Twilight). For the 
purposes of my research, it has become clear 
why attempting to define the act of “reading” 
is incredibly difficult.  The disciplinary 
standards by which many researchers and 
educators either dismiss the reading choices 
of students altogether, or view them as a 
stepping stone to more ‘difficult’ material, 
marginalizes the experience of readers who 
read for pleasure and fails to account for 
readers who primarily use reading in their 
daily lives: to work, to travel, and to 
communicate. 

Phenomenologists argue that all 
perception is constructed within, that being-
in and being-of the world are one and the 
same; accordingly, the body becomes the 
source for understanding. (Marshall, 2008) 
One can see the potential contribution such 
an idea might make to the research described 
above:  By considering the reader experience 
with the body as the source of understanding, 
we consider, not only “cognitive” arenas 
brought to texts (memories, associations, 
etc.), but also emotional, physical and 
biographically contextual attributes that 
readers bring to texts.  The body is the site for 
the affinity for or rejection of texts as well as 
the vessel through which texts are 
understood.  Research that explores reader 
experience, understandably, tends to focus on 
prolific readers and the texts that are 
important to them.  This positions some as 
“readers” and others as “non- or “reluctant 
readers.”  However, phenomenology calls 
attention to the ways we are all readers.  By 
living in a literate society we are constantly 
exposed to, processing and producing text in 
our everyday activities. By understanding 
reading in this way, we can perhaps gain 
greater understanding of those who read 
prolifically and those who do not, why they 
read as they do, and explore the implications 
of a more inclusive definition of readership. 

Phenomenology, through which one 
understands an experience through reflection, 
is a theoretical and methodological starting 
point for this research.  However, 
phenomenology is only rarely used in literacy 
research.  The prevailing methodological 
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approaches that govern literacy research are 
as follows: experimental and quasi-
experimental designs, formative experiments, 
case studies, and discourse analysis. 
(Dressman and McCarthey, 2004)  These 
research methodologies reflect the 
contemporary understanding of literacy in 
accordance with the “five pillars” identified by 
the National Reading Panel (NRP) in 1997.  
While phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, 
vocabulary, and comprehension are 
fundamental to learning to read, and best 
measured using the research approaches 
described above, the overemphasis of these 
pillars in literacy research is destructive.  The 
“five pillars” of literacy emphasize and easily 
measured discrete skill acquisition for early 
childhood, school-age, adolescent and adult 
readers, at the expense of the literary 
experience that Rosenblatt espouses (Cassidy, 
Valadez, & Garrett, 2010).  This view has 
prevailed in literacy instruction in the last 15 
years, as local, state, and federal initiatives 
have used these “pillars” as the basis for 
standardized literacy assessment. (Cassidy, et 
al., 2010; Garan, 2005)  

Garan’s (2005) analysis of the NRP’s 
report criticizes the report based on, among 
other things, the lack of English language 
learners and other “non-typical” readers 
represented in the meta-analysis from which 
their findings were derived, stating: “the 
meta-analysis did not include enough 
research on these populations as groups to 
draw conclusions, but that the findings were 
inappropriately generalized to these groups” 
(Garan, 2005).    The exclusion of these so-
called “forgotten readers” (Fisher, 2004) 
emphasizes the lack of consideration for 
contextual, social, and cultural factors that 
define literacy as an act both in- and out-of-
schools within the conventional view.   

 
How can we learn what these readers 

know if their experience is excluded from the 
prevailing approaches to literacy research?  
The more extensive use of phenomenology in 
literacy research would provide a way to 
understand the experience of readers in 
tandem with the pedagogical approaches used 
in their schools.  For example, Fisher (2004) 
asks literacy researchers to revisit “literacy 
events” as a way to understand literacy in the 

lives of “forgotten readers.”  Heath (1983)  
defined a “literacy event” as: “any occasion in 
which a piece of writing is integral to the 
nature of participants’ interactions and their 
interpretive processes.” (p. 93) In other 
words, any activity in which literacy plays a 
role is a “literacy event.”  Heath’s (1983) 
“literacy event” was defined within  
communities outside of the academic- or 
work-day.   Examples of a literacy event 
include a church service, the reading aloud of 
a letter or flyer, the telling or reading of a 
fictional story or the news, and improvised 
“play” that incorporates elements of all of 
these.  The literacy event encompasses the 
shared experience of participants who may be 
listening, talking, acting, dancing or observing 
as well as those who are reading and writing; 
this model of literacy broadens the scope of 
what is considered to be literacy and who is 
considered to be literate.  The literacy event 
has come to represent a way of broadening 
the scope of literacy research and instruction 
to include the often marginalized experiences 
of African-American students and English 
Language Learners, among others (Heath, 
1983, 1989; Heath, Kintgen, Kroll, & Rose, 
1988; Heath, Larson, Judd, Messerschmitt, & 
Scovel, 1985; Heath & Mangiola, 1991). 

 
What distinguishes literacy events 

from other types of literacy being studied is 
that they are concrete and contextual; they 
are embedded in the daily life and culture of 
many students who may be characterized as 
“forgotten readers.”  However, because they 
are part of everyday life, they are easily taken 
for granted by readers who participate in 
them.  Phenomenology provides a way to 
learn about the events in one’s daily life that 
may not get noticed otherwise.  How are these 
readers reading, and how often, and in what 
context?  These are questions that the 
prevailing literacy discourse ignores because 
of their narrowly-construed understanding of 
literacy as an isolated cognitive activity. 

 
 Where does reading happen: In the 
classroom?  The library?  On the bus?  What 
do you use when you read: your eyes, your 
brain?  What about your body – how do you 
feel when you read?  What do you mean by 
reading; what does it mean to you?  What 
counts as reading, and is it something you do 
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sometimes?  What doesn’t count, and why?  Is 
that something you do sometimes?   

 These are questions I used to put to 
high school students in a remedial reading 
class, and have increasingly put toward 
skeptical friends and family members who 
casually tell me that they “heard somewhere 
that reading was on the decline.”  “Kids just 
don’t read like they used to.”  “I read a lot in 
college, but don’t have the time anymore.”  
The methodological shift I am proposing 
interrogates the popular assumptions that 
have surrounded reading and what it means 
for generations of students (Williams, 2007). 
Using a phenomenological approach, we can 
examine the ‘familiar’ii act of reading across a 
wider swathe of student experiences. 

Readers have distinctive stories to tell; 
from these stories, we can begin to 
understand structure of literacy in their lives.  
In “making the familiar strange” by 
considering the multiplicity of literacy events 
in readers’ lives, I hope to understand reading 
as a complicated phenomenon. Consider how 
many distinct acts of reading may take place 
for readers, not only in high schools, not only 
in English, Math, Science or Computer 
classrooms, not only in the hallway between 
classes, in the cafeteria, in the hallway across 
from the principal’s office, in the locker room, 
in the AV room, but on busses, in churches, in 
doctor’s offices and waiting rooms, on job 
sites and in social programs. We must 
understand reading in a more complicated 
way in order to bring readers and texts 
together in our work.  We must recognize that 
we can’t have one without the other; a 
phenomenological approach to literacy 
research seems to be the best bridge for 
understanding readers and texts in tandem.   
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